
Dr Jitendra Singh said, “The indigenously developed Space
sector of India and the fast-growing Space sector of the UAE

have a lot of complementariness that can be harnessed.”

Tenders: 24 entities approved
for Cold Chain infrastructure
scheme

Tenders: PM lays foundation
stones and dedicates
Rs.75,000cr worth of projects

Tenders 

Tenders: 106 new National
Waterways identified

Tenders: 67 Specialty Steel
mills commits Rs.42,500cr
investments in new capacity

Tenders: Gadkari announced
road widening projects 

Noting STL's growth path and its
purpose of Transforming billions
of lives by connecting the world,

Shroff said, “I look forward to
bolstering STL's strategy to deliver
profitable growth and cement its

position in the global market." 
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Powerland Agro Tractor Vehicles
has recently signed a Letter of

Intent with the Government of Goa
for setting up a factory to

manufacture 10,000 units per
annum and employ over 500

people.
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Tenders: Focus on Pune
amidst the resilient Indian real
estate sector 

Tenders:  Large wind turbine
installations possible in deep
seas of Gujarat-Tamil Nadu

Tenders: Korea lends
Rs.1,495.68cr for Nagpur-
Mumbai project 

Projects: Gadkari congratulates
team for setting single column
support flyover-Metro Rail 

Tenders: 35 MMLPs to be
developed along with
highways-expressways

Projects: India assures UAE of
cooperation in Space sector

Tenders: Development cell to
attract investment for Ultra
Mega Renewable Energy Parks

Projects

Tenders:  Kudankulam plant’s
4 units completion by 2027     

"Looking to the future, organizations are taking steps to upgrade to
the next generation of Machine Identity Management and
Application Infrastructure Security solutions," says Anand

Purusothaman, Co-founder, AppViewX 
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Markets: Chennai’s eNTrust
acquires Manila-based CRE
BPO

Markets: Air Senegal selects
Noida’s AirGain product to
accelerate growth 

Market: Survey highlights
potential of Rural
Entrepreneurship

Markets: Indian construction
industry to grow by 12.8% to
Rs.40,982bn in 2022

“We are aligned with the
objective to develop India as a

textile sourcing destination,”
said Sujeeth Pai, Director -

Industrial Market, SKF India
and Southeast Asia.
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Markets: Capco to offer
strategic services in the Middle
East 

Project: Zoom Abroad makes
it affordable for Indian
students to study in the UK  

Markets

Projects: Godrej & Boyce
takes on key role in drive for a
greener India 

Minister of MSME Narayan Rane said, “I'm glad to see that Walmart's
Vriddhi program has enabled a large number of Indian MSMEs to

expand, boost their production, and experience growth. Walmart has
been instrumental in enabling MSMEs with training and capacity

building, especially through the pandemic.” 

Project: Completion of Rs.535
crore Pamban Bridge expected
by March 2023 
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Market: Data centre stock to
double to 20m sq ft by 2025

Markets: Trading
Technologies expands in
Pune, Ahmedabad

Exports: India will have to
face global competition
effectively for prosperity 

Exports: FIEO-Shiprocket to
showcase Indian products to
220+ markets

Markets: RBI repo rate hike
expected but decision not
unanimous

Exports

Markets: ONGC Board
restructuring approved 

Markets: India sees more
depth in Real Estate
Investment 

Minister Nitin Gadkari inaugurated on 10 Dec 2022 Madhya
Pradesh's first Rs.1,600 crore 6-lane twin tunnel of 2.28 km length
and 13 km 4-lane bypass in Rewa which is made of New Austrian

Tunnelling Method (NATM). ends it

Markets: India is a beacon of
hope for CXOs
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“We are aligned with the objective to develop India as a textile
sourcing destination,” said Sujeeth Pai, Director - Industrial

Market, SKF India and Southeast Asia. 
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Investments: Nomura to serve
Middle East markets-NRIs from
DIFC

Exports: Ind-Aus ECTA to set
pace for trade growth over 5
years

Exports: Walmart signs MoU
to boost MSMEs output 

Exports: Dr Sakthivel says 35
basis point increase in Repo
Rate on expected lines

Investments

Exports: NSDC Int surveys 16
countries as destinations for
skilled Indians

Exports: Indian shipment of
automobiles to global markets
increased by 35.9% 

Exports: Indian exports will not
be affected by global recession

Kennady V. Kaippally, Country
Manager, Bonfiglioli India, said,
“We are committed to support

industrial development in India by
supplying smart and efficient

systems required for Industry 4.0
operations.
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Exports: India is important
partner and market for the UK
to escape stagflation
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Investment: Mild blow to India
equity growth as FPI flows might
weaken 
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grew 8 times to $80bn in 2022 
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Investment: Ashton Gray
expands in India, offers Texas
real estate assets 

Investment: BharathKisaan
raises Rs.100cr to scale up agri
trade

Investments: USISPF calls for
stable-predictable tax
environment

Investments: Privatization-
asset monetization will unlock
India’s economic potential 

Investments: India gets
“dedicated allocation” rating
from foreign investors

Investments: Rs.50,000cr from
Self Reliant India Fund for
MSMEs, says Minister

Investments: BKS says Rs.43m
for enhancing technology and
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84% of Indian business leaders are optimistic about growth in 2023
despite the global recession - A survey with business leaders by Benori

Knowledge.
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“Ensuring a strong pipeline of
skilled and talented developers is

not just crucial for our
company’s success, but to the

software development industry in
Noida as a whole,” said Nikhil

Koranne, Assistant Vice
President of Operations at

Chetu’s US headquarters at the
inauguration of the centre. 
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"We have made a strategic investment in Bharat Krushi Seva in our quest
to develop the agritech ecosystem. These investments are essential for

the growth and sustainability of the agriculture industry and prosperity of
the farming community," said Basavaraj Girennavar, Chairman and

Managing Director, Criyagen Agri and Biotech.
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OUR LATEST VISITS
Manufacturing: Indian crude
steel output was 154.062 MT in
2021-22

Manufacturing: Russia
cooperates with India on coking
coal supplies for steel making

Manufacturing

Investments: NSE IFSC-SGX
Connect to be ready for
trading in Q2’23

Investments: Odisha conclave
wins multi-billion-dollar
commitments 

Commenting on Eximius
acquisition, NTrust CEO

Srikanth Ramachandran said,
“Combining Eximius their
talented and experienced

workforce and our
technological prowess, we will
be creating one of the largest

CRE services companies in
the world. Joining hands with

the excellent talent pool of
Eximius also gives us the

opportunity to significantly
grow our lease and property

accounting services.”
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“The ILD license paves the way
for intensifying GCX’s

capabilities in one of the
world’s largest markets –

India,” said Carl Grivner, CEO
of Global Cloud Xchange Carl
Grivner said of the ILD license

awarded by the Indian
Government.

SUBSCRIBE & READPano Christou, CEO, Pret A Manger, said, “Bringing Pret’s freshly
made food and organic coffee to more people around the world
is a key part of our transformation strategy, and I’m delighted to

be launching Pret in India.
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Manufacturing: Technology-
driven India set to be hub of
drones
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We are seen & read by
over 1.5 million across
the globe. Thank you

for your support. 

Ashish Gupta, Co-Founder
and CEO, Benori Knowledge,

said, "Though global
economic growth is currently
experiencing a decline, India

and other emerging
economies are poised to

remain resilient in the face of
macroeconomic pressures.” 
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values between
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.
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